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Energy & Character is a journal above all a means of
communication among colleagues and professionals
in the body psychotherapy community at large all
over the world.The title Energy & Character suggests
on the one hand physics and biology, the energetic
roots of existence, and on the other hand character,
in the psychic and social meanings. Character has
roots in ancient Greek which on the one hand refer
to the formation of the personality in the culture, and
on the other hand relate to the core, or essence of
the person, his or her unique individuality. Millicent
Linden - Orgasm Posture and Breathing, Part I Eva
Reich - Emotional First Aid John C. Pierrakos - Core
Energetics, Part I Robyn Lee - The Scope of Energy
Distribution Ian J. Grand - Process and Revelation,
Part I Robert Olin - Olfactory Character and
Intellectual Resistance, Part II Process and
Revelation, Part II Andre Leites - The Modifiers
David Boadella - Unison and Separation Malcolm
Brown - The Primordial and the Creative
Unconscious Mona-Lisa Boyesen - Bio-Release Ma
Yoga Maya - If You Are Not Part of the Solution
David Boadella - Gravity Muscles and Heart Feelings
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Orgone Energy and Plant Growth Ruth Mechanicus Experiences as a Diabetic Eva Reich - The Battle for
the Human Race John M. Beilis - Swallowing and
Jaw Tension p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 5.7px
17.0px; line-height: 15.0px; font: 11.0px ''Cooper
Hewitt Light''; color: #ffffff}
Reich's classic work on the development and
treatment of human character disorders, first
published in 1933. As a young clinician in the 1920s,
Wihelm Reich expanded psychoanalytic resistance
into the more inclusive technique of character
analysis, in which the sum total of typical character
attitudes developed by an individual as a blocking
against emotional excitations became the object of
treatment. These encrusted attitudes functioned as
an "armor," which Reich later found to exist
simultaneously in chronic muscular spasms. Thus
mind and body came together and character
analysis opened the way to a biophysical approach
to disease and the prevention of it.
One of The Economist's 2011 Books of the Year A
Boston Globe Best Nonfiction Book of 2011 Well
before the 1960s, a sexual revolution was under way
in America, led by expatriated European thinkers
who saw a vast country ripe for liberation. In
Adventures in the Orgasmatron, Christopher Turner
tells the revolution's story—an illuminating, thrilling,
often bizarre story of sex and science, ecstasy and
repression. Central to the narrative is the orgone
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box—a tall, slender construction of wood, metal, and
steel wool. A person who sat in the box, it was
thought, could elevate his or her "orgastic potential."
The box was the invention of Wilhelm Reich, an
outrider psychoanalyst who faced a federal ban on
the orgone box, an FBI investigation, a fraught
encounter with Einstein, and bouts of paranoia. In
Turner's vivid account, Reich's efforts anticipated
those of Alfred Kinsey, Herbert Marcuse, and other
prominent thinkers—efforts that brought about a
transformation of Western views of sexuality in ways
even the thinkers themselves could not have
imagined.
The Cosmic Ether Changes Everything! The
historical ether-drift experiments obtained positive
results for an ether wind and light-speed variation of
5 to 18 kilometers per second. This negates most of
modern astrophysical theory, including Einstein's
relativity, the big-bang, black holes, and more. An
historical survey of original publications.
"Astute and consistently surprising critic" (NPR)
Olivia Laing investigates the body and its discontents
through the great freedom movements of the
twentieth century. The body is a source of pleasure
and of pain, at once hopelessly vulnerable and
radiant with power. In her ambitious, brilliant sixth
book, Olivia Laing charts an electrifying course
through the long struggle for bodily freedom, using
the life of the renegade psychoanalyst Wilhelm
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Reich to explore gay rights and sexual liberation,
feminism, and the civil rights movement. Drawing on
her own experiences in protest and alternative
medicine, and traveling from Weimar Berlin to the
prisons of McCarthy-era America, Laing grapples
with some of the most significant and complicated
figures of the past century—among them Nina
Simone, Christopher Isherwood, Andrea Dworkin,
Sigmund Freud, Susan Sontag, and Malcolm X.
Despite its many burdens, the body remains a
source of power, even in an era as technologized
and automated as our own. Arriving at a moment in
which basic bodily rights are once again imperiled,
Everybody is an investigation into the forces
arranged against freedom and a celebration of how
ordinary human bodies can resist oppression and
reshape the world.
The Orgone Accumulator HandbookWilhelm Reich's
Life-Energy Discoveries and Healing Tools for the
21st Century, with Construction Plans
In the 1940s, Dr. Wilhelm Reich claimed discovery of a
new form of energy. Declaring "the orgone energy does
not exist," U.S. courts ordered all books on the orgone
subject to be banned. Reich was thrown into prison,
where he died. Dr. DeMeo examines Reich's evidence
and reports on his own observations and laboratory
experiments, which confirm the reality of the orgone
phenomenon.
In this book, I write about a connection I noticed between
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natural disasters
and ancient
stone structures like
pyramids and megaliths. I suggest a new approach to
reducing the intensity of earthquakes and other natural
disasters with specific placements of pyramids and other
massive constructions. Plans are already underway to
stabilize the earth's grid with new megalithic
constructions being built today. Based on years of study
into environmental science, climate change, natural
disasters, worldwide famine and planetary unbalance -coupled with my life long thirst of ancient history (and
mystery), I truly believe that most of the unusual ancient
structures like Stonehenge and the pyramids of Giza
were built to interact with the Earth's energies, forces of
nature such as magnetism, gravity, light, heat, and
telluric energy. Think of it as acupuncture on a planetary
scale. Human beings seek acupuncture for certain
ailments, when energy pathways, known as meridians,
are blocked, a condition which can lead to disease and
fatigue. The human body and the earth are constructed
in a similar way, the saying "As Above, So Below" is
more than just a saying...it's a universal Truth. I
emphasize that in this book. While researching for
Pyramid Rising, I learned from a colleague that
rebuilding the pyramid grid could also repair the
wandering North and South Poles, locking them into
place once again, giving us back the perfect 360 day
year. Could that have been the ultimate reason for their
construction? Possibly.
Here is an authoritative introduction to Wilhelm Reich's
science of life energy, or orgonomy. Ola Raknes covers
every aspect of this controversial subject, explaining
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of sexual energy, the
nature of functional thinking, mind-body functional
identity, the four-beat orgasm formula, and the bearing of
life energy on religion, education, medicine and
psychology. In addition, his own reminiscences provide
an unexpected personal dimension. At the time of
Reich's death in a federal penitentiary, Raknes was one
of the few men still loyal to him and one of the few to
enjoy his full confidence. Because Raknes worked so
closely with Reich and later followed every development
of orgonomic research, Wilhlem Reich and Orgonomy
fills an important place both in the context of Reich's own
writings and in current studies of life energy.
These companion volumes, long out of print, are now
presented together for the first time so that the reader
may better grasp their essential unity. In Ether, God and
Devil, Wilhelm Reich describes the process of functional
thinking and reveals how the inner logic of this objective
thought technique led him to the discovery of cosmic
orgone energy. In Cosmic Superimposition, Reich steps
beyond the character structure of man to an
understanding of how man is rooted in nature. The superimposition of two orgone-energy systems which is
demonstrable in the genital embrace is revealed as a
common functioning principal that exists in all of nature.
Concluding this work, Reich returns to the human sphere
"to ponder about the greatest riddle of all: the ability of
man to think, and by mere thinking to know what nature
is and how it works."
In this classic study, Reich repudiates the concept that
fascism is the ideology or action of a single individual or
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nationality, or
of any ethnic
political group. Instead he
sees fascism as the expression of the irrational character
structure of the average human being whose whose
primary biological needs and impulses have been
suppressed for thousands of years.
This is a book about the prehistory of perhaps the key
revolution of the twentieth century - the Sexual
Revolution which broke out, first, in the USA.

A scientific overview of Wilhelm Reich's discovery of
the atmospheric orgone or life-energy, and
applications of Cosmic Orgone Engineering, or
"cloudbusting" as it is more popularly known. Covers
Reich's experiments, and those of his associates,
with sections devoted to more recent CORE
research by: Richard Blasband, Jerome Eden, and
James DeMeo, among others. Presents experiments
for drought-abatement and greening of deserts in the
USA, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, all with
positive results supportive of Reich's original claims.
Comprehensive with numerous photos, diagrams,
graphs and full citation-lists. Translated from the
original Italian, with a Foreword by James DeMeo.
Energy & Character is a journal above all a means of
communication among colleagues and professionals
in the body psychotherapy community at large all
over the world.The title Energy & Character suggests
on the one hand physics and biology, the energetic
roots of existence, and on the other hand character,
in the psychic and social meanings. Character has
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roots in ancient Greek which on the one hand refer
to the formation of the personality in the culture, and
on the other hand relate to the core, or essence of
the person, his or her unique individuality.
'"Cloudbusting"...was inspired by a book that I first
found on a shelf... It was just calling me from the
shelf, and when I read it I was very moved by the
magic of it. It's about a special relationship between
a young son and his father. The book was written
from a child's point of view. His father is everything
to him; he is the magic in his life, and he teaches him
everything, teaching him to be open-minded and not
to build up barriers' - Kate Bush This famous book,
the inspiration behind Kate Bush's 1985 hit song
'Cloudbusting', is the extraordinary account of life as
friend, confidant and child of the brilliant but
persecuted Austrian psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich.
Peter, his son, shared with his father the
revolutionary concept of a world where dream and
reality are virtually indistinguishable, and the sense
of mission which set him and his followers apart from
the rest of the human race.Here, Peter Reich writes
vividly and movingly of the mysterious experiences
he shared with his father: of flying saucers; the
'cloudbuster' rain-makers and the FDA narks; and of
the final tragic realization of his father's death, which
woke him up to the necessity of living out his life in
an alien world.Already regarded as a modern
classic, A Book of Dreams is not only a beautifully
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written narrative of a remarkable friendship and
collaboration, but a loving son's heartfelt tribute to a
loving father.WITH A NEW PREFACE BY THE
AUTHOR
Ancient humans were peaceful - modern violence is
avoidable. That's the basic message contained in
Saharasia, a controversial marriage of heresies over
10 years in the making. Perhaps the most ambitious
and systematic scientific evaluations of human
behavior and history ever undertaken, with hundreds
of maps and illustrations, reviewing conditions in
over 1000 cultures world-wide. Saharasia presents
the first world geographical review of standard crosscultural, anthropological, archaeological and
historical findings, a survey of human family life and
social institutions, tracing social violence back in
time to specific times and places of first-origin.
Starting in the 1980s, author DeMeo identified the
Saharasian Desert Belt as the most violent large
territory on Earth, today recognized as homeland of
the modern Islamic terror brigades. If you really want
to know the why of the current Islamofascist marchto-war, this book will provide answers.
Massive modern skyscrapers, obelisks, towers—all
are structures that, thanks to their phallic shape, are
often associated with sex. But other buildings are
more subtly connected, as they provide the
frameworks for our sexual lives and act as reminders
of our sexual memories. This relationship between
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sex and buildings mattered more than ever in the
United States and Europe during the turbulent
twentieth century, when a culture of unprecedented
sexual frankness and tolerance emerged and came
to dominate many aspects of public life. Part
architectural history, part cultural history, and part
travelogue, Sex and Buildings explores how
progressive sexual attitudes manifest themselves in
architecture, asking what progressive sexuality might
look like architecturally and exploring the successes
and failures of buildings' attempts to reflect it. In
search of structures that reflect the sexual mores of
their inhabitants, Richard J. Williams visits modernist
buildings in Southern California, the Westin
Bonaventure Hotel, the Playboy Mansion in Chicago,
the Seagram in New York, communes from the
1960s, and more. A fascinating and often funny look
at a period of extraordinary social change coupled
with aesthetic invention, Sex and Buildings will
change the way we look at the buildings around us.
The Bion Experiments, published in a limited
German edition in 1938 and now available in English
for the first time, represents a cornerstone in Reich's
scientific development. The work documents a series
of experiments conducted in Oslo in 1936-37 in
which Reich applied the formula of
tension?charge?discharge?relaxation, derived from
his research on the function of the orgasm, to the
microscopic biological world, thereby opening a
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route to an understanding of the origin of life. This
work is divided into two parts: the first, a detailed
report on the experiments; the second, Reich's
conclusions and an exposition of his research
method. The Bion Experiments provides a unique
insight into Reich's scientific method, and makes
available the experimental material essential to
understanding his later work with cancer and orgone
biophysics.
Foreword by Caroline Myss, best-selling author and
medical intuitive. Building on the significant history of
the use of medical intuition by leaders in the field, Dr.
Norman Shealy provides us with a path to using our
innate intuition to develop optimal personal power
and health. This book is your primer to medical
intuition. From beginning to end, you’ll learn how to
use your basic healing power effectively and
immediately. Nothing is more important than
personal health, for ultimately one’s own health is
the major determinant of the value of one’s life.
A concise Handbook describing the original
discovery of the orgone energy by Wilhelm Reich, as
well as methods for constructing and safely using
orgone energy devices, including the author's own
considerable experience on the matter. With a
Foreword by Eva Reich, the daughter of Wilhelm
Reich, and an Appendix by two German physicians,
presenting a double-blind, controlled experiment
validating the physiological effects of the orgone
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accumulator. Includes many photos, illustrations and
citations, with a cover photo of an astronaut walking
on the moon, with a clearly-visible blue-glowing
orgone energy field. Learn how to concentrate and
work with orgone energy, using simple readilyavailable materials. These experimental devices
have been shown to stimulate plant growth and
human physiology in controlled experiments. Based
upon the discoveries of the late Dr. Wilhelm Reich,
whose work remains vital and of wide interest,
despite unprecedented hostility to his scientifc
research.
This book describes Reich's first medical and
scientific work on the living organism from his first
efforts at the Medical School of the University of
Vienna in 1919 to the laboratory experiments in Oslo
in 1939 which revealed the existence of a radiating
biological energy, orgone energy. The subject of
"sexuality" is basic to this work, and Reich shows
clearly its importance for human life and its
relevance in understanding the social problems of
our time. "In the central phenomenon, the sexual
orgasm, we meet with questions deriving from the
field of psychology as well as from that of
physiology, from the field of biology no less than
from that of sociology. Natural science offers hardly
another field of research that is so well equipped to
exhibit the fundamental unity of everything that lives
and to guard against narrow, fragmentizing
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specialization." --Wilhelm Reich.
A compendium of 30 different research articles, by
an international group of 18 different scientists and
scholars, validating and expanding upon the subject
of Wilhelm Reich's amazing discoveries and related
concepts. The fifth issue of the ongoing series, Pulse
of the Planet, presents new research in the fields of
biogenesis and experimental orgone biophysics, with
insightful essays and research articles on a truly
amazing range of subjects: On natural childbirth,
sexuality, archaeological evidence on early human
violence, Reich's orgonomic functionalism, exposes
on Reich's detractors, Giordano Bruno's work,
protocells and bion-biogenesis research, a fresh look
at Dayton Miller's ether-drift discoveries, emotional
effects in REG (psychokinesis) experiments, new
methods for detection of orgone energy, dowsing
research, orgone energy effects in low-level
radiation, cloudbusting experiments in Africa, plant
growth stimulation in the orgone accumulator,
several papers on the orgone energy motor with a
discussion on the implications of "free energy," plus
UFO research, book reviews, and much more, with
many striking photos and illustrations.
A persuasive and passionate plea from two mental
health professionals to ease use of the Diagnostic
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders under their
belief that it is leading to an over-diagnosed society.
For many health professionals, the Diagnostic
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Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) is an
indispensable resource. As the standard reference
book for psychiatrists and psychotherapist
everywhere, the DSM has had an inestimable
influence on the way medical professionals
diagnosis mental disorders in their patients. But with
a push to label clients with pathological disorders in
order to get reimbursed by insurance companies, the
purpose of the DSM is no longer serving as a
reference book. Instead, it is acting as a list of things
that can qualify a patient’s diagnosis. In Making Us
Crazy, Stuart Kirk and Herb Kutchins evaluate how
the DSM has become the influence behind
diagnoses that assassinate character and slander
the opposition, often for political or monetary gain.
By examining how the reference book serves as a
source to label every phobia and quirk that arises in
a patient, Kirk and Kutchins question the overuse of
the DSM by today’s mental health professionals.
Are you trying to get relief from chronic pain without
drugs or surgery? Have you been diagnosed with a
so-called incurable pain condition such as herniated
discs, arthritis, multiple sclerosis, migraine, nerve
damage, or fibromyalgia? This unique natural pain
relief guide integrates mind, body, and spirit in the
healing process, and can help you discover multiple
natural pain relief strategies you can use to heal your
pain - with or without your doctor's consent; use
cutting-edge energy tools to quickly reduce or
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eliminate pain symptoms within minutes; reduce and
reverse the inflammation in your body caused by
stress, toxins and trauma; rewire your brain and
nervous system in order to reactivate your body's
innate healing potential; harness the power of the
mind to remove obstacles to healing; and reconnect
with your Spirit and Higher Self so that you can
experience healing as a joyful journey. "Guide to
Healing Chronic Pain is an absolute must-read not
only for anyone suffering from chronic pain, but also
for anyone wanting to stay perfectly healthy for the
rest of his or her life. In the book, Dr. Karen Kan has
set a new precedent of health care for Western
physicians to follow in the twenty-first century and
beyond. Taking the reader on a thorough exploration
of drug-free, innovative, and alternative medicine
modalities such as infrared nanotechnology patches
(acupuncture without needles), grounding, energy
healing, nutritional therapy, Qi and nervous system
balancing, detoxification, and EMF pollution
shielding, Dr. Kan synthesizes ancient Eastern
healing techniques with cutting-edge science. Dr.
Kan's balanced 'Spirit-Mind-Body' approach to
healing chronic pain is not only revolutionary but is
exactly what is needed now in Western medicine. Dr.
Karen Kan is indeed a role model for the Next
Human physician." -Jason Lincoln Jeffers, spiritual
teacher and author of The Next Human
This is a simple tech I made from my own research, which
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to popular demand. There
was no good Orgonite tech on the market, so I just made one.
I made it for my friends, and for the Only Results Count forum
as I believe carefully constructed Orgonite should hit mass
production for world betterment. I am a (much too) psychic
Christian, and had great fun finding the perfect number of
layers, crystals, and and ingredients which you can follow in
my simple recipe. Enjoy good health!You will find all you need
from my own research, and collaboration with the certified
Nr.1 constructors of Orgonite with special thanks to Harry
Rhodes at Only Results Count, and Sensei at
warriormatrix.com forums.I will detail both metal powder, and
shavings Orgonite and every mistake you can make. Believe
me, there are a LOT of them.And remember to gift my
superior Orgonite to the sick and elderly!!!I hope this is not
the end to Orgonite research, and that someone comes after
me, and takes Reichian technology much, much further, but
as for now, this is the ultimate tech for beginners to advanced
Orgonite constructors.So you hold the latest of 80 years of
Reichian science in your hands...Does not include Mike
Emery`s Bubble Tech.
Wilhelm Reich’s experiments in the 1930s with cutting-edge
light microscopy and time-lapse micro-cinematography were
considered discredited, but not because of shoddy lab
technique, as has been claimed. Scientific opposition to
Reich’s experiments, James Strick argues, grew out of
resistance to his unorthodox sexual theories and Marxist
leanings.
First published by Reich in 1953, People in Trouble is an
autobiographical work in which Reich describes the
development of his sociological thinking from 1927 to 1937. In
simple narrative form he recounts his personal experiences
with major social and political events and ideas, and reveals
how these experiences gradually led him to an awareness of
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the deep significance
the human
character structure in
shaping and responding to the social process. The
importance of Karl Marx's work and its distortion by
communist politicians plays an important role in Reich's
account, as does the political activity in the International
Psychoanalytic Association which led to his expulsion from
that organization in 1934. The Norwegian press campaign
against his biological experiments is also discussed. People
in Trouble is the story of one man's courageous struggle to
understand the political activity of his fellow men.
Discover the complete works of Stanley Burroughs.
Developed through a lifetime of practice and teaching . His
complete system when properly utilized is to promote health
and well being. There are three parts to this book. THE
MASTER CLEANSER - The most effective cleansing and
weight loss available. It is simple and inexpensive and can be
used by anyone. VITA-FLEX- A pressure point therapy that
accesses the more than 5,000 reflex points that are on the
body. This technique induces the body to heal itself. COLOR
THERAPY- is the shining of specific colors of frequencies of
light on the body to create balance.
"Contact With Space" contains the result of six years of
intensive research and fieldwork. It is a work of extraordinary
depth and scope, containing hitherto top-secret information. It
is an exposition of the newest developments in the
technology of cosmic orgone engineering, involving the use of
the "Spacegun" - an extension of the "Cloudbuster" made
possible by the discovery of ORUR."Contact With Space"
examines the new basic energetic facts brought into the open
by the Oranur Experiment, which impact various branches of
functional science such as biophysics, medicine,
astrophysics, meteorology, and chemistry. Written under
unrelenting attack from conspiratorial commercial interests,
this book gives some of the background into the difficult
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social and physical
milieu
in which
this research was done,
and conveys the excitement of the adventures that began the
cosmic or "atomic" age.
The fourth of the Austrian-American psychoanalyst's
autobiographical writings, taken from his diaries, letters and
notebooks, describe his experiments with “orgone energy”
and catalog his personal hopes and dreams as well as joys
and sorrows. 10,000 first printing.
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